Advanced Rail Energy Storage

ARES Nevada

About ARES
Advanced Rail Energy Storage, LLC (ARES) is a Washington State LLC and was founded in 2010. It
is headquartered in Santa Barbara and has multiple offices in the Southern California area. In
addition to these corporate offices, ARES has a research center in Tehachapi, California and is
developing a second facility in Moorpark, California.
ARES has developed and patented a breakthrough gravitational energy storage system that is
based upon tried and true, state-of-the-art railroad technology. ARES systems:








Produce no emissions and require no fossil fuels.
Requires no dams, and no water like Pumped Storage Hydro.
Produce no hazardous emissions.
Do not require technological advances to be commercially viable.
Can be decommissioned quickly and cleanly, leaving no lasting impact on the environment.
Do not require the use of environmentally sensitive materials.
For these reasons can be permitted and constructed quickly.

How ARES Stores Energy
You might remember from High School Physics that energy can neither be created nor
destroyed; rather, it transforms from one form to another. Energy can be stored in many forms
such as chemical energy (batteries), thermal energy (heat), kinetic energy (flywheels), and
potential energy (weights of a clock). This last one is the way ARES works and it is called
Gravitational Potential Energy Storage. The figures below show how the process works. In
figure 1, when there is an excess of power on the electric grid electricity is used to turn a motor
lifting a heavy weight and charging the device. Figure 2 shows that the weight has been raised
to its maximum elevation and the device is fully charged. In figure 3 the electricity is
regenerated as the weight is lowered turning the motor backwards and acting as a generator

Gravity powered electricity storage is not new. Pumped-storage hydroelectric plants, which
raise water from one reservoir to another, have been providing utility-scale energy storage since
the 19th century. Currently there are more than 100,000 megawatts (MW) of pumped-storage
hydroelectric plants operating worldwide -- but with restrictions on the use of water, dam
construction and other environmental concerns it is becoming increasingly difficult to construct
new pumped-storage facilities. This is occurring at a time when the need for energy storage is
skyrocketing due to the increased reliance on carbon free intermittent renewable energy
supplies such as wind and solar.
ARES represents a breakthrough gravity-based energy storage technology that will permit the
global electric grid to more effectively, reliably and cleanly assimilate renewable energy while
providing significant stability to the electrical grid. ARES has combined proven electric railroad
technology with modern power electronics to carry its heavy weights up a steep slope. You
have probably heard the claim that a train can move 1 ton of cargo 436 miles on a single gallon
of gas; ARES applies this same economy of operation to store energy more efficiently and
economically than competing large-scale energy storage technologies. It is an internationallypatented system that has very low technology risk, a rapidly growing market with limited
competition and expected high returns to investors.

ARES’ Technologies
ARES has two patented technologies that can be implemented to store electricity, a traction
drive system that uses electric locomotives to carry weights up grades that are less than 10% (6
degrees) and its Ridgeline© funicular cable drive technology that can operate on slopes up to
50% (25 degrees). The choice of which technology to use is dependent upon the size of the
desired system and the availability of sites in the area.

Traction Drive
An ARES traction drive facility has
two storage yards, a lower and an
upper one where its weights are
stored. The system is charged by
bringing the weights from the
lower to the upper yard and later
discharged in the reverse order. A
Fig. 4
network of tracks allows electric
shuttles to roll under the rows of
weights for pickup and drop-off in the storage yards. In a continuous flow of shuttle-trains,
weights are loaded, figure 4, and transported to the other yard via a delivery track where they

are dropped off. The empty train is then free and returns to retrieve its next set of weights.
Once all of the weights have been transported the task of charging or discharging has been
completed. The power of the system is determined by the number of trains operating at a given
time and the speed of those trains. The length of time it takes to charge or discharge the system
can be varied by the number of weights in the facility.
Following are the specifications of a 670 MW ARES energy storage system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimated capital costs $1,350kW / $168/kw-hr
8 hours discharge at full output
5,344 Mw-hr discharge capacity
2 rail storage yards @ 3000’ elevation differential
5 interconnecting tracks between yards
Track grade of 7.5%; 8 miles in length
140 4-car shuttle units
11,400 concrete weights weighing 234 tons each
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Scalability

100 – 3,000 MW

Storage Duration

2 – 24 hours

Response Time (0 to 100% rated power)

5 Seconds Charging; 25 Seconds Discharging

Round-Trip Efficiency (power in to power out)

Up to 78%

Time from Full Charge to Full Discharge

34 seconds

Standby Storage Losses

None

VAR Support Capacity (Reactive Power)

25 – 125% of rated power

System Life

40 years +

Ridgeline© Technology
ARES traction drive technology has
siting and scaling limitations in some
regions of the country due to a)
topography limitations outside of the
mountainous regions of the United
States and b) smaller installations
(below 100MW) that still requiring a
large length of right-of-way for a small
amount of power. In order to
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eliminate these limitations and be responsive to utility storage requirements, ARES has
developed a technology that is more widely deployable on smaller elevation differential sites
with steeper slopes. ARES was able to accomplish this improvement by replacing the traction
drive locomotive with a highly efficient ground mounted winch drive system. This modification
allowed ARES to eliminate the need for onboard vehicle motive power, the associated reliance
on an overhead electric catenary system to feed the locomotives and the requirement for
elevation differentials in excess of 1,500’. ARES refers to its new gravity power energy storage
system design as the ARES Ridgeline© technology.
The ARES Ridgeline Power Module design results in several unique advantages:






Site Availability -- Being able to operate efficiently on elevation differentials as low as 800’
and grades from 20 to 50%, ARES is able to site cable drive systems on a wide variety of
locations that would otherwise be unsuitable for gravity power applications.
Efficiency – By employing an interconnected single wound winch system, cable drum
layering is eliminated and cable life is extended to life of project, greatly reducing project
maintenance and cable friction. By mechanically connecting the uphill and downhill shuttleunits on adjacent tracks their weights counterbalance one another -- greatly reducing power
loss from the empty vehicles. An overall round-trip efficiency of 80% is attained with this
design.
High Ramp Rate – The high grade of the funicular track provides a greater mass rise over
unit time, allowing for extremely low shuttle-unit vehicle speeds (5mph). This slow
operational speed translates directly into a short time period to reach full power production
– see attached Performance Statistics below.

An ARES Ridgeline storage system is made up of a number of individual Ridgeline modules. In
this manner, the system can effectively be varied in size from 10 to several hundred MW power
and the output can be finitely controlled to perform ancillary services.
Scalability

100 – 3,000 MW

Storage Duration

2 – 10 hours

Response Time (0 to 100% rated power)

2 Seconds Charging; 5 Seconds Discharging

Round-Trip Efficiency

Over 80%

Time from Full Charge to Full Discharge

7 seconds

Standby Storage Losses

None

VAR Support Capacity (Voltage support)

25 – 125% of rated power

System Life

40 years +

Ancillary Service Operation
Because of its flexibility, ARES not only can store energy for use at a later time but also provide a
wide range of what are referred to as “ancillary services,” which enable the grid to adjust to
momentary changes in demand, stabilize voltage and provide emergency capability to restart
generators following catastrophic failures.
There is an active market and need for ancillary services in the US. ARES systems can provide
grid-scale ancillary services, including Regulation Up, Regulation Down, (figure 7) Spin, Non-Spin,
Replacement Reserves, VAR Support, Black Start and Grid Inertia, that balance the supply and
demand of electricity on the grid.
The ARES fast response technology bridges the power gap between battery and flywheel
installations and large pumped-storage hydro – at a lower life-cycle cost than batteries, a higher
energy-to-power ratio than flywheels and a greater efficiency and far faster ramp-rate than
pumped-storage. In the US, ancillary services are sold into both real-time and day-ahead
markets. These services are generally operated by Independent System Operators (ISO) or
Regional Transmission Organizations (RTO) under federal jurisdiction.
ARES technologies can be configured as strictly an ancillary service facility that comprises a
single track carrying a number of loaded trains. When fully discharged the trains are all at the
bottom of the track and when fully charged the trains have traveled to the top of the track. The
duration of such a system is limited to the time it takes to travel the length of the track, typically
15 to 30 minutes.
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ARES Compared to other Storage Technologies
ARES bridges the gap
between large scale
technologies like
Pumped Hydro and
Compressed Air
storage and
community based
systems such as
batteries. It lies
lightly on the land
and can be
decommissioned
quickly and easily. It
also uses no
hazardous materials
and does not produce
any emissions.

ARES
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Tehachapi Pilot Project
ARES has successfully built and operated a
rail-based energy storage project in
Tehachapi, California, which demonstrates
its fast response energy storage technology.
The system stores and releases electrical
energy by rapidly shuttling a six ton rail
vehicle along a steep-grade electrified
railroad constructed in the midst of one of
the most active wind farm areas in the
world. The testing has successfully
demonstrated ARES’ ability to rapidly input
or withdraw power from the electrical grid
in response to fluctuating electrical loads while operating under various environmental
conditions. The ARES Tehachapi facility will remain an active test bed and research facility as
ARES continues to develop green energy storage.

ARES Nevada
ARES is currently developing its first commercial Frequency Regulation facility on Bureau of Land
Management (“BLM”) property in Clark and Nye Counties, Nevada, to assist in transmission
system stability and reliability and
electricity supply management on
the regional electrical transmission
grid. The Project is a 50 megawatt
(MW) Ancillary Service System which
utilizes multiple electric locomotives
operating on a single steep grade
railroad track to store or deliver
electric energy into the regional
electrical grid -- using electricity from
the grid to power the locomotives
uphill, returning that electricity to the grid as the locomotives descend with their motors
operating as generators. The facility is designed to balance variable energy demands and
renewable energy contributions across an electrical grid system. The Proposed Project does not
produce more energy than is introduced into its system; therefore it is not an electrical
generation facility.

General Specifications
Location of System

Pahrump NV

Rated Energy Storage

12.5 MWh

Length of Track

5.5 mi.

Elevation Differential

2,000 ft

Maximum Grade

8.0%

Average Grade

7.0%

Footprint

46 acres

Total Weight of Trains

9,600 US tons

On March 28, 2016, ARES announced that it has
been granted a right-of-way lease by BLM.
Once operational, the 50-megawatt project will
encompass 106 acres of public land in Southern
Nevada, near Pahrump in Clark and Nye
Counties, and deliver ancillary services support
and help stabilize the electric grid.
“Creative solutions like ARES Nevada provide a
more reliable and modern electric grid and help
create an even cleaner energy future for our
citizens” said Angie Dykema, Director of the
Nevada Governor’s Office of Energy.
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3 Energy Storage Technologies to
Keep an Eye On
By Travis Hoium, The Motley Fool
http://www.fool.com/investing/2016/05/28/3-energy-storage-technologies-to-keep-an-eye-on.aspx?source=eptfxblnk0000004
Renewable energy is now one of the lowest-cost sources of electric energy in the world, winning billions of dollars in open bids
to provide energy to the grid. But as the renewable sector grows, utilities have to deal with the intermittent nature of its energy
production, both on a minute-by-minute basis as well as through seasonal changes. And energy storage will likely play a key role
in that adaptation.
Batteries have gotten a lot of the public’s attention, especially after Tesla Motors’ (NASDAQ:TSLA) Elon Musk introduced the
Powerpack and Powerwall last year. But there are a few other technologies that could play a key role in balancing the grid in the
future.
I’ve been workin’ on the railroad
One of the simplest concepts that has been proposed is a rail energy storage system from Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES).
The system will consume electric energy to move a series of rail cars up a hill to store energy and then generate electricity when
it’s needed by allowing the cars to go downhill. There are no emissions used, degradation of the facility is low, and the amount of
storage available is only limited by land and elevation change.
This is similar to pumped-storage hydroelectricity, which involves pumping water to a higher elevation and then releasing it to turn
a power-generating turbine when energy is needed. But pumped hydro has a larger environmental impact and can only be built
in areas where hydroelectric dams are possible. In contrast, the locations available for rail energy storage are far more abundant,
with less environmental impact.
The first rail energy storage plant was just approved in Nevada and is expected to be up an running by spring 2017. So keep an
eye on this technology as a viable energy storage solution.
Energy storage from water
There have been dreams in the engineering community for decades about the hydrogen economy. Hydrogen can be made from a
relatively simple process of electrolyzing water; when the process is reversed to create usable energy, the byproduct is just water.
So it’s a very clean and highly abundant source of energy.
Today, hydrogen is still in the early phases of development for energy storage but it’s making progress. ITM Power has built
electrolyzers in the U.K. that are being used to both fuel hydrogen vehicles and send energy to the gas system in what’s called
power to gas. Hydrogen is common in natural gas, so the clean fuel is being added to provide cleaner energy to existing
customers. But it could also be stored for later use in storage tanks.
Hydrogen could also be getting help from the transportation sector. ITM will be rolling out five hydrogen stations across the U.S.
this year in collaboration with Toyota (NYSE:TM), Hyundai (NASDAQOTH:HYMLF), Honda (NYSE:HMC), and Symbio FCell. The
automakers have all launched hydrogen-powered vehicles, and the electrolyzer and refueling stations will create the needed
infrastructure to keep those vehicles on the road. California is also building an infrastructure of hydrogen refueling stations,
although it’s not clear that they’ll be getting energy from clean sources (most hydrogen comes from natural gas).
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The dual use of hydrogen for both grid energy storage and automotive purposes should help drive necessary R&D as well as
deployment. That’s supported by the fact Toyota, Hyundai, and Honda have bet on hydrogen beating out batteries as nextgeneration auto technology.
There are also flexibility advantages for hydrogen. Batteries are good for energy storage on minute or hour timescale, while rail
is good for a slightly longer timescale. Hydrogen could be stored for months, moving clean energy created in the summer to
winter months, when renewable energy is less abundant. The infrastructure isn’t yet abundantly available, but with the help of the
transportation sector, this is a technology investors should keep an eye on.
Flow batteries
A standard battery turns electrical energy into chemical energy, and then back again. A flow battery is similar, but it flows a
chemical through a cell stack to store and discharge energy. Think of it as two tanks with a cell stack in the middle, and energy
can flow either way. The size of the battery is only limited by the size of the tanks.
Companies like General Electric (NYSE:GE) have been working on flow batteries for years and even adapted the technology
for electric vehicles. Lockheed Martin (NYSE:LMT) has also said it has flow battery technology that will be valuable for energy
storage. Both companies are hoping flow batteries will be less costly and allow for longer-duration energy storage than a
standard battery.
There will be many energy storage solutions
Like most of the electric grid, there’s not one answer to energy storage. Multiple technologies will prove to be useful in different
locations, and the duration of energy storage needed may drive investment. But these three technologies are worth keeping
an eye on along with the batteries that get so much attention today. Energy storage is a huge potential market for investors, so
knowing what’s coming down the road will be key to staying ahead of the game.
10 stocks we like better than Tesla
When investing geniuses David and Tom Gardner have a stock tip, it can pay to listen. After all, the newsletter they have run for
over a decade, the Motley Fool Stock Advisor, has tripled the market.*
David and Tom just revealed what they believe are the ten best stocks for investors to buy right now… and Tesla wasn’t one of
them! That’s right -- they think these 10 stocks are even better buys.
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Energy-Storing Train Gets Nevada Approval
By David Z. Morris
http://fortune.com/2016/05/22/energy-storing-train-nevada/
One of the biggest challenges of the shift to renewable energy like solar and wind is energy storage. The wind or sun don’t always
generate power exactly when it’s needed, so infrastructure needs to bridge the gap. Batteries are the most frequently discussed
solution, but there are other options out there, many of them surprisingly low-tech.
In April, the Nevada Bureau of Land Management granted environmental approval and a land lease to Advanced Rail Energy
Storage (ARES), a startup with an energy storage solution that’s both novel and old-school. Apparently taking some inspiration
from the myth of Sisyphus, ARES proposes to use excess off-peak energy to push a heavily-loaded train up a grade. Then, when
the grid needs that energy back, the cars will be rolled back down the slope—but in a significant improvement on the myth, that
return trip will generate energy and put it back on the grid.
ARES’ solution is related to an already common kind of energy storage known as pumped-storage hydropower, which pumps
water uphill, then captures the power of its downhill flow as needed. The obvious advantage of the ARES approach is that it’s
more adaptable, without the need for lots of water. ARES has also said its solution costs about half as much as other storage
technologies, and claims 80% efficiency in energy reclamation, similar to or slightly above typical hydro-storage efficiency.
The project is also further evidence for Nevada’s emergence as a leading region for innovative transportation and energy projects.
The state is already the home of the Tesla gigafactory and Hyperloop One’s testing facility.
ARES says construction on its Nevada project will begin in Spring of 2017, at a projected cost of $55 million.
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Railway solution for grid-scale energy storage
By Joanne Taylor
http://www.ee.co.za/article/deployable-solution-grid-scale-energy-storage.html
Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES) developed a new storage system for potential energy, which uses gravity, railway lines,
shuttles and concrete, and works on a similar concept as a pumped storage hydropower system. The system provides a solution
for grid-scale energy storage. The company’s mission is to enable the electric grid to integrate clean, environmentally responsible,
renewable energy while maintaining the reliable electricity supply necessary to power growth.
Since its founding in February 2010, the company has developed and filed both domestic and international patents for this
advanced method of utility-scale electrical storage. The facilities are designed to provide grid security and reliability, support the
increased use of renewable technologies, and to provide an energy storage solution that does not rely on water, as the pumped
storage schemes do.
ARES developed the technology in the search for an alternative to using water in a pumped hydro facility. “If we could simulate
the basic concept of using gravity to store energy without using water, that would be an innovative idea,” said Francesca Cava
of ARES North America. The company has been working on the project for five years, testing and piloting the technology and
continues with new configurations of rail technology for different applications. It now has the ARES ridgeline that can operate on
much steeper slopes expanding the locations where the facility can be constructed.
The first commercial project which is currently still underway will cost in the region of $55-million. Cost is dependent on the size of
the facility, which in the case of the pilot project in Tehachapi, California, has a capacity of 50 MW.
The technology
A fleet of electric traction-drive shuttle trains operating on a closed low-friction automated steel rail network, transport a field of
heavy masses (such as train wagons carrying large blocks of concrete) between two storage yards at different elevations. During
periods when excess energy is available on the grid, ARES shuttle trains draw electricity from the grid to power the individual
axle-drive motors, as they transport a continuous flow of masses uphill against the force of gravity to an upper storage yard.
When the grid requires energy to meet periods of high demand, the process is reversed. The shuttle trains with their heavy loads
return to the lower storage yard with their motors operating as generators, converting the mechanical energy of the movement
into electricity.
The facilities integrate significant recent advances in motor/generator traction drive and power control technologies with proven
rail technology to produce a reliable and highly capable system that approaches an 80% charge/discharge efficiency.
The facilities are scalable in power and energy ranging from a small installation of 100 MW with 200 MWh of storage capacity up
to large 2 to 3 GW regional energy storage systems with 16 to 24 GWh energy storage capacity.
The components of an ARES energy storage system can also be deployed to create a robust ancillary services system which
functions as a limited energy storage resource. The fast response ancillary service technology bridges the gap between largescale battery and flywheel installations and far larger pumped storage hydropower at a lower life-cycle cost than batteries, a
higher energy-to-power ratio than flywheels and a greater efficiency and faster ramp-up rate than pumped storage. The ancillary
services typically use a single uphill track with a central queue of loaded shuttle trains which travel up and down the gradient in
response to an independent system operator’s (ISOs) command to provide frequency adjustments.
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Performance
The facility will provide the full range of energy storage capabilities generally associated with pumped-storage hydro at
approximately 60% of the capital cost and at a significantly higher efficiency, Cava said. Additionally, the system’s features which
are not traditional to competing forms of energy storage, include the following attributes:
Reactive power production: The shuttle-train’s on-board Dual 3-Level Active Rectifier/Invertors are capable of supplying 25% of
generated system power as reactive power for grid VAR support in full discharge mode and in excess of 100% of system power
as reactive power while synchronised to the grid in standby.
Heavy inertia: When in direct grid synchronisation the shuttle-trains provide beneficial heavy inertia, augmenting grid stability
against the loss of heavy generating facilities and increasing reliance on solar energy.
High-efficiency regulation: While providing Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down support to the ISO, a separate dedicated pool
of loaded shuttle-trains are available to dispatch from mid-system elevation complying with ISO regulation commands without
having to overcome the efficiency loss of operating on pre-stored energy. As such, the facility is able perform a round-trip
regulation Reg-Up/Reg-Down command at over an 86% operating efficiency.
Variable output at constant efficiency: Unlike compressed air energy storage and pumped-storage hydro, there is no loss of
system pressure during discharge. The system efficiency is constant over the full range of discharge and power output.
The advantages of the technology are that it produces no emissions, does not use fossil fuels, does not use water, creates no
hazardous waste, requires no harmful extraction of materials, and can be cleanly decommissioned with no lasting impacts.
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James Kelly Joins ARES
Santa Barbara, CA - June 26, 2012 - Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES), a California based company, bridging the gap between small and grid scale energy storage technologies, is pleased to announce that James (Jim) Kelly has joined their executive
team. Coming from 38 years of service at Edison International (the parent company of Southern California Edison), Jim begins his
tenure as CEO of ARES guiding the development and deployment of ARES system installations worldwide.
U.S. Secretary of Energy since 2009, Steven Chu, recently called upon the nation’s energy sector to, “...better protect our economic and national security.” Jim Kelly plans to put his considerable experience and expertise to meet this national effort through
the implementation of ARES’ grid-scale energy storage technology in partnership with government agencies, energy companies,
and communities alike.
ARES is designed to: guarantee grid security and reliability; support the increased use of renewable technologies, and to provide
an energy storage solution that does not rely on water. ARES is the first viable alternative to pumped hydro energy storage. ARES
is less expensive, more efficient, and more widely deployable than pumped hydro storage technology and all other comparable
storage technologies. Under Jim’s leadership, ARES has the opportunity to change the face of energy storage and community
safety.
Prior to his retirement from Edison, Mr. Kelly, as the Senior Vice President of Transmission & Distribution for Southern California
Edison, was responsible for the operation and maintenance of an electrical grid comprised of about 12,000 miles of transmission
and 100,000 miles of distribution lines spread across a 50,000-square-mile service area.
Mr. Kelly was also President of Edison ESI, a subsidiary company that operates one of the largest electrical and mechanical repair
facilities in the U.S. Prior to that position, Mr. Kelly was the Vice President of Engineering & Technical Services, responsible for
planning, engineering, and designing SCE’s electrical grid, as well as research and development, safety and training.
Mr. Kelly, one of the early pioneers of the Smart Grid, led the deployment of synchronous phasor measurement, the Distribution
Circuit of the Future, and many other advances in grid sensing, monitoring and control. Among many other awards and honors,
Jim was selected as the IEEE’s “Leader in Power” in 2009.
Kelly also previously served as the Vice President of Regulatory Compliance and Environmental Affairs and has in-depth experience with environmental regulation, permitting and licensing.
Jim earned a bachelor’s degree from California State University, Long Beach, and a master’s degree from California Polytechnic
State University. He holds teaching credentials in several subjects, has taught at the university level, and serves on several Engineering Advisory Boards.
Jim is married to Leigh and has two grown daughters, Maren and Jan. He resides in Arcadia and Newport Beach, California.
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America’s First Commercial-Scale Rail Energy
Storage Project Receives BLM Approval
PAHRUMP, NEVADA – [March 28, 2016] – Advanced Rail Energy Storage, LLC (“ARES”) announced that its proposed commercial-scale gravity-based rail energy storage project (“ARES Nevada”) has been granted a right-of-way lease by the Bureau of Land
Management (“BLM”). Once operational, the 50-megawatt project will encompass 106 acres of public land in Southern Nevada,
near Pahrump in Clark and Nye Counties, and help stabilize the electric grid. ARES Nevada will connect to the power western grid
via the facilities of Valley Electric Association.
“Creative solutions like ARES Nevada provide a more reliable and modern electric grid and help create an even cleaner energy
future for our citizens” said Angie Dykema, Director of the Nevada Governor’s Office of Energy.
Utilizing gravity, ARES Nevada will store energy and release it for dispatch when it’s needed. Using a single railroad track sited
on a gentle grade, multiple electric locomotive cars can move up the track as they receive excess power from solar and wind
power plants during sunny and windy days. The train cars will remain available and, when needed, be dispatched slowly downhill,
using their motor-generators to return power to the electricity grid. ARES Nevada will provide a wide range of ancillary services,
enabling the grid to adjust to momentary changes in demand and help stabilize grid voltage and frequency.
“ARES Nevada will be a world-class facility and a point of pride for Nevada” said Jim Kelly, ARES CEO. “The power production is
clean and renewable - operation of the project requires no water or fossil fuel, and creates no hazardous waste or emissions. ”
“After a robust Environmental Assessment and Biological Opinion concluded a Finding of No Significant Impact, BLM wrote a Decision and granted the project” said Greg Helseth BLM Southern Nevada Renewable Energy Coordination Office Program Manager. “BLM looks forward to ARES’ next steps and a Notice to Proceed that will enable construction to begin.”
Scheduled to be underway once permitting and environmental compliance process are complete, the ARES Nevada project will
provide approximately 100 to 125 full-time local jobs during an eight month construction phase, and anticipates 16 full-time positions once in operation. The project’s life is expected to span 40 years or more with only routine maintenance.
About ARES:
Advanced Rail Energy Storage, LLC (“ARES”) is a California-based company engaged in the design, development and construction of rail energy storage systems. For more information about AREAS, visit www. aresnorthamerica.com.
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3 Energy Storage Technologies to
Keep an Eye On
By Travis Hoium, The Motley Fool
http://www.fool.com/investing/2016/05/28/3-energy-storage-technologies-to-keep-an-eye-on.aspx?source=eptfxblnk0000004
Renewable energy is now one of the lowest-cost sources of electric energy in the world, winning billions of dollars in open bids
to provide energy to the grid. But as the renewable sector grows, utilities have to deal with the intermittent nature of its energy
production, both on a minute-by-minute basis as well as through seasonal changes. And energy storage will likely play a key role
in that adaptation.
Batteries have gotten a lot of the public’s attention, especially after Tesla Motors’ (NASDAQ:TSLA) Elon Musk introduced the
Powerpack and Powerwall last year. But there are a few other technologies that could play a key role in balancing the grid in the
future.
I’ve been workin’ on the railroad
One of the simplest concepts that has been proposed is a rail energy storage system from Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES).
The system will consume electric energy to move a series of rail cars up a hill to store energy and then generate electricity when
it’s needed by allowing the cars to go downhill. There are no emissions used, degradation of the facility is low, and the amount of
storage available is only limited by land and elevation change.
This is similar to pumped-storage hydroelectricity, which involves pumping water to a higher elevation and then releasing it to turn
a power-generating turbine when energy is needed. But pumped hydro has a larger environmental impact and can only be built
in areas where hydroelectric dams are possible. In contrast, the locations available for rail energy storage are far more abundant,
with less environmental impact.
The first rail energy storage plant was just approved in Nevada and is expected to be up an running by spring 2017. So keep an
eye on this technology as a viable energy storage solution.
Energy storage from water
There have been dreams in the engineering community for decades about the hydrogen economy. Hydrogen can be made from a
relatively simple process of electrolyzing water; when the process is reversed to create usable energy, the byproduct is just water.
So it’s a very clean and highly abundant source of energy.
Today, hydrogen is still in the early phases of development for energy storage but it’s making progress. ITM Power has built
electrolyzers in the U.K. that are being used to both fuel hydrogen vehicles and send energy to the gas system in what’s called
power to gas. Hydrogen is common in natural gas, so the clean fuel is being added to provide cleaner energy to existing
customers. But it could also be stored for later use in storage tanks.
Hydrogen could also be getting help from the transportation sector. ITM will be rolling out five hydrogen stations across the U.S.
this year in collaboration with Toyota (NYSE:TM), Hyundai (NASDAQOTH:HYMLF), Honda (NYSE:HMC), and Symbio FCell. The
automakers have all launched hydrogen-powered vehicles, and the electrolyzer and refueling stations will create the needed
infrastructure to keep those vehicles on the road. California is also building an infrastructure of hydrogen refueling stations,
although it’s not clear that they’ll be getting energy from clean sources (most hydrogen comes from natural gas).
The dual use of hydrogen for both grid energy storage and automotive purposes should help drive necessary R&D as well as
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Energy-Storing Train Gets Nevada Approval
By David Z. Morris
http://fortune.com/2016/05/22/energy-storing-train-nevada/
One of the biggest challenges of the shift to renewable energy like solar and wind is energy storage. The wind or sun don’t always
generate power exactly when it’s needed, so infrastructure needs to bridge the gap. Batteries are the most frequently discussed
solution, but there are other options out there, many of them surprisingly low-tech.
In April, the Nevada Bureau of Land Management granted environmental approval and a land lease to Advanced Rail Energy
Storage (ARES), a startup with an energy storage solution that’s both novel and old-school. Apparently taking some inspiration
from the myth of Sisyphus, ARES proposes to use excess off-peak energy to push a heavily-loaded train up a grade. Then, when
the grid needs that energy back, the cars will be rolled back down the slope—but in a significant improvement on the myth, that
return trip will generate energy and put it back on the grid.
ARES’ solution is related to an already common kind of energy storage known as pumped-storage hydropower, which pumps
water uphill, then captures the power of its downhill flow as needed. The obvious advantage of the ARES approach is that it’s
more adaptable, without the need for lots of water. ARES has also said its solution costs about half as much as other storage
technologies, and claims 80% efficiency in energy reclamation, similar to or slightly above typical hydro-storage efficiency.
The project is also further evidence for Nevada’s emergence as a leading region for innovative transportation and energy projects.
The state is already the home of the Tesla gigafactory and Hyperloop One’s testing facility.
ARES says construction on its Nevada project will begin in Spring of 2017, at a projected cost of $55 million.
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Railway solution for grid-scale energy storage
By Joanne Taylor
http://www.ee.co.za/article/deployable-solution-grid-scale-energy-storage.html
Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES) developed a new storage system for potential energy, which uses gravity, railway lines,
shuttles and concrete, and works on a similar concept as a pumped storage hydropower system. The system provides a solution
for grid-scale energy storage. The company’s mission is to enable the electric grid to integrate clean, environmentally responsible,
renewable energy while maintaining the reliable electricity supply necessary to power growth.
Since its founding in February 2010, the company has developed and filed both domestic and international patents for this
advanced method of utility-scale electrical storage. The facilities are designed to provide grid security and reliability, support the
increased use of renewable technologies, and to provide an energy storage solution that does not rely on water, as the pumped
storage schemes do.
ARES developed the technology in the search for an alternative to using water in a pumped hydro facility. “If we could simulate
the basic concept of using gravity to store energy without using water, that would be an innovative idea,” said Francesca Cava
of ARES North America. The company has been working on the project for five years, testing and piloting the technology and
continues with new configurations of rail technology for different applications. It now has the ARES ridgeline that can operate on
much steeper slopes expanding the locations where the facility can be constructed.
The first commercial project which is currently still underway will cost in the region of $55-million. Cost is dependent on the size of
the facility, which in the case of the pilot project in Tehachapi, California, has a capacity of 50 MW.
The technology
A fleet of electric traction-drive shuttle trains operating on a closed low-friction automated steel rail network, transport a field of
heavy masses (such as train wagons carrying large blocks of concrete) between two storage yards at different elevations. During
periods when excess energy is available on the grid, ARES shuttle trains draw electricity from the grid to power the individual
axle-drive motors, as they transport a continuous flow of masses uphill against the force of gravity to an upper storage yard.
When the grid requires energy to meet periods of high demand, the process is reversed. The shuttle trains with their heavy loads
return to the lower storage yard with their motors operating as generators, converting the mechanical energy of the movement
into electricity.
The facilities integrate significant recent advances in motor/generator traction drive and power control technologies with proven
rail technology to produce a reliable and highly capable system that approaches an 80% charge/discharge efficiency.
The facilities are scalable in power and energy ranging from a small installation of 100 MW with 200 MWh of storage capacity up
to large 2 to 3 GW regional energy storage systems with 16 to 24 GWh energy storage capacity.
The components of an ARES energy storage system can also be deployed to create a robust ancillary services system which
functions as a limited energy storage resource. The fast response ancillary service technology bridges the gap between largescale battery and flywheel installations and far larger pumped storage hydropower at a lower life-cycle cost than batteries, a
higher energy-to-power ratio than flywheels and a greater efficiency and faster ramp-up rate than pumped storage. The ancillary
services typically use a single uphill track with a central queue of loaded shuttle trains which travel up and down the gradient in
response to an independent system operator’s (ISOs) command to provide frequency adjustments.
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Performance
The facility will provide the full range of energy storage capabilities generally associated with pumped-storage hydro at
approximately 60% of the capital cost and at a significantly higher efficiency, Cava said. Additionally, the system’s features which
are not traditional to competing forms of energy storage, include the following attributes:
Reactive power production: The shuttle-train’s on-board Dual 3-Level Active Rectifier/Invertors are capable of supplying 25% of
generated system power as reactive power for grid VAR support in full discharge mode and in excess of 100% of system power
as reactive power while synchronised to the grid in standby.
Heavy inertia: When in direct grid synchronisation the shuttle-trains provide beneficial heavy inertia, augmenting grid stability
against the loss of heavy generating facilities and increasing reliance on solar energy.
High-efficiency regulation: While providing Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down support to the ISO, a separate dedicated pool
of loaded shuttle-trains are available to dispatch from mid-system elevation complying with ISO regulation commands without
having to overcome the efficiency loss of operating on pre-stored energy. As such, the facility is able perform a round-trip
regulation Reg-Up/Reg-Down command at over an 86% operating efficiency.
Variable output at constant efficiency: Unlike compressed air energy storage and pumped-storage hydro, there is no loss of
system pressure during discharge. The system efficiency is constant over the full range of discharge and power output.
The advantages of the technology are that it produces no emissions, does not use fossil fuels, does not use water, creates no
hazardous waste, requires no harmful extraction of materials, and can be cleanly decommissioned with no lasting impacts.

ARES Successfully demonstrates its technology
It’s the story of the little train that could.... one day provide a jolt to California’s renewable energy industry….
In order to prove that rail technology can be effectively used for energy storage, Advanced Rail Energy Storage (ARES) successfully
built a ¼ scale demonstration project in Tehachapi CA. On just over 800 feet of track, a remotely controlled rail car, carrying a four-ton
concrete pad, travels quietly uphill. The electric motors inside the vehicle turn the wheels, powered by a diesel generator. It’s using
electricity to go uphill, but when it comes back down, the motors become generators themselves and the vehicle produces electricity.
ARES technology addresses one of the major drawbacks to wind and solar energy – they are not available on a 24-7 basis. You’re
at the mercy of the wind and the sun. But, ARES uses the power of gravity to store wind and solar power so that it can be used
when it is needed.
Developed over the last three years by Bill Peitzke and engineer Matt Brown, ARES was designed to fulfill a crucial role in the renewable
energy industry: energy storage, enabling green energy to be grid ready, even when the wind isn’t blowing or the sun isn’t shining.
“Renewable energy sources are all very intermittent and need a component of storage to allow the grid to operate more reliably,”
Peitzke said. For centuries, the best way to store energy and then produce it has been hydroelectric power plants, using the power
of falling water and gravity. But, for environmental and other reasons the west’s appetite for new hydropower projects has declined.
Peitzke and Brown have integrated locomotive and other technologies to create rail energy storage. This pilot project in Tehachapi
has been peer reviewed and recently patented by the U.S. government. ARES is positioning its technology to unlock the full
potential of green power.
With zero emissions and a relatively small environmental footprint, energy storage facilities like ARES could help to further wean the
world from fossil fuels. “Being able to deploy efficient, cost effective grid-scale storage technology that doesn’t rely on water and
has multiple siting opportunities, a less complicated permitting and regulatory review process is really the holy grail because it allows
for everything that comes after it,” Peitzke said.
So, what are industry insiders saying about ARES?
Wind power pioneer, Jim Dehlsen who founded Zond Corporation in 1980 and built some of the first wind turbines in Kern County
says the rail-based energy storage concept is right on track in making renewable energy more reliable and less intermittent,
stabilizing the power grid and reducing the chances for cascading events that lead to blackouts.
“I think ARES has done an excellent job. The engineering is
very good. They’ve got a patent and that’s what investors like
to see. There’s really no “black box” involved. It’s more thinking
about things that are out there now and putting it together in an
intelligent way and being able to deploy fairly quickly. That’s the
genius in this deal,” said Dehlsen.
ARES technology has now been thoroughly reviewed by experts
in the field of heavy-haul rail engineering, locomotive design,
electrical engineering, power transmission & distribution,
environmental and regulatory affairs as well as experts in the
field of energy storage economics. It has been recognized and
endorsed by utilities, independent system operators, and NGO’s,
as the deployable solution to the looming need for grid scale
storage.

Storing wind and solar power using a rail car

Reference: Segments of above are Copyright 2013 kget.com Nexstar Broadcasting, All rights reserved.

View: http://vimeo.com/75895781
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Ancillary Services
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Green Energy Storage for Green Energy
ARES’ mission is to enable the electric grid to integrate unprecedented amounts of
clean, environmentally responsible, renewable energy while
maintaining reliable electric service necessary to power growth
and economic prosperity. ARES accomplishes this through
reliable, efficient, environmentally friendly energy storage.
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Leadership

James Kelly, CEO ARES

Jim Kelly, ARES Chief Executive Officer, has over 38 years of electrical utility experience. The
former Senior Vice President of Transmission and Distribution for Southern California Edison, Jim
was one of the early pioneers of the Smart Grid and led advancements in grid sensing, monitoring,
and control.

Ancillary Services
As more and more renewable energy resources
come online, the transmission grid must adapt
to increasing fluctuations in generation.
Ancillary services enable transmission system
operators to adjust the flow of electricity and
“smooth” or regulate voltage on the grid.
ARES’ fast response technology bridges the
power gap between smaller battery and
flywheel installations and far larger pumpedstorage hydro – at a lower life-cycle cost than
batteries, a higher energy-to-power ratio than
flywheels, and a greater efficiency and far faster
ramp-rate than pumped-storage. ARES’
technology uses electricity when it is abundant
to power locomotives uphill. When electricity is
scarce, the locomotives descend and their
motors act as generators to return electricity to
the grid.
First-of-its kind, utility-scale ancillary services in Clark and Nye Counties, Nevada.
ARES proposes to locate a first-of-its-kind 50
megawatt (MW), grid-scale ancillary services facility in the Carpenter Canyon area east of Pahrump, in Nye and Clark
Counties, Nevada. The ARES’ REM project will provide 12.5 megawatt-hours (MWh) of fast response energy to assist in
the balancing of intermittent renewable energy (solar and wind) connected to the regional transmission grid, increasing
renewable energy penetration while maintaining grid reliability.
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In partnership with Valley Electric Association (VEA), the project
would access the regional electrical grid through VEA owned and
operated transmission facilities and receive and respond to commands
from the regional transmission grid operator, California Independent
System Operator (CAISO).

Facility Components
Rail Corridor (Clark and Nye Counties): The corridor would include the rail line, an access road, a parallel overhead power
distribution line, a short spur rail to be used as a mid-elevation turnout, and drainage management features.

Rail Vehicles: Shuttle trains, each comprised of two electric locomotives and multiple weighted cars , will ascend and
descend the rail line at slow speeds to either take electricity off the grid (ascend), or supply electricity to the grid
(descend).
*Note: In the California market place, ancillary services are referred to as Regulation Energy Management

ARES Ancillary Services Project
(Continued from page 1)

Operations, Control and Maintenance Facility (Nye
County): Rail operations would be supported with a project
operations and control facility, a maintenance facility with
spur rail, and a substation. The control facilities will
respond to grid requirements by controlling the speed and
number of shuttles in motion. A remote monitoring system
would be installed at the facility to enable around the clock
monitoring of the rail line. Additional support facilities
would be located in Pahrump, Nevada.
Transmission Interconnection (Nye County): To connect the
ARES project to the local grid, VEA’s preliminary plan
includes:
• A new substation located adjacent to the ARES
Operations, Control and Maintenance Facility.
Tehachapi demonstration (1/4 scale)
• A new 0.75 mile transmission interconnection line
installed and operated by VEA to connect the substation to an existing 230 kV transmission line.
• An upgrade of the existing 230 kV transmission line.
The facility would be staffed around the clock for the duration of the BLM lease. Weekday day shifts would be staffed by
five personnel including a control/operator, a security officer, a general manager, maintenance workers and an
administrative worker. Other shifts may be staffed by three personnel including a control/operator and a security officer.
ARES is committed to utilizing local suppliers and workers as much as possible for construction and operation of the
project.
ARES’ rail based energy storage systems are covered by one or more of the following US patents: 8593012, 8674541 with
foreign patents pending and issued, making the project of interest worldwide.
Economic Benefits:
• Estimated project cost: $55 Million
• Construction: 100 to 125 full time equivalent (FTE) personnel for eight month construction period
• Operations: 16 FTE for 30 to 40 years
“
• Estimated aggregated economic benefit to the area: $100 Million
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability:
• No emissions
• No fossil fuels used
• Water not required
• No hazardous waste created
• No harmful extraction of materials
• Clean decommissioning process with no lasting impacts to the natural environment

For more information on ARES, please visit the website www.aresnorthamerica.com.
For questions on this project please contact:
Francesca Cava
VP Operations, ARES
805-966-6312
Francesca@aresnorthamerica.com
http://www.aresnorthamerica.com/

Erika Balderson
Project Manager, BEC Environmental, Inc.
702-304-9830
Erika@becnv.com
http://becnv.com/

Meet the ARES management team
William Peitzke, Founder and Director of Technology
Development and Board member for ARES – Bill has
29 years of experience in the energy business. He founded
Williams Resources Corporation, a California company
providing a wide range of energy, strategic alliance and project
conceptualization services in the deregulated California utility
marketplace.
In the mid-1980’s he pioneered private brokering of longterm natural gas contracts to large co-generation facilities in
California as well as providing the enabling economic studies
for many significant pipeline expansions and generation
facility acquisitions. Before deregulation of the California gas
and electricity marketplace, his investment banking practice
successfully consummated the sale of numerous large oil
and gas reserve packages including major utility natural gas
reserve portfolios.
Matt Brown, Director, Engineering – As President of Matt
Brown Performance Design, Mr. Brown provided advanced
concept design and managed prototype construction, testing
and analysis for clients including Clipper Windpower, Gyroton
and Aquantis.
Mr. Brown provided engineering, construction supervision and
testing of an experimental, wave-piercing boat for Transonic
Hull Company; and both designed and engineered racing
yachts for Reichel-Pugh Yacht Design. As Vice President
of Engineering for CBTF Co., co-invented, designed,
engineered, tested and brought to market the patented
Canting Ballast Twin Foil (CBTF) for sailboats; and designed
and tested the M-Ship. As Associate Designer for Advanced
Aeromechanisms Corp., provided engineering design,
construction supervision and testing for both the 1992 and
1995 America’s Cup Race entry Stars and Stripes.

Media inquiries:
Francesca Cava
805.966.6312
francesca@aresnorthamerica.com

